A consequence can be that the ongoing transaction must be constrained, i.e. its ambition narrowed. Alternatively can the new transaction be constrained, delayed (i.e. serialized!), or delegated to somebody with proper access rights.
Policies for handling conflicting updates in overlapping transactions can be:
. 
Workspace control
A DB-external workspace contains files and some control information.
The DB-internal configuration must be kept structurally in synch with the workspace files. Only leaf transactions do any real update work, while nonleaf or parent transactions manage shared workspaces for their children.
Workspace layout and connectivity y is important, since tools must be properly fed, common subproducts effectively shared (by symbolic file links), and private workspaces dynamically adjusted. However, this
is not yet supported. We will also need check-out tools to augment #include directives in source programs.
Example.
Consider a parent transaction T, with N children Ti. These work on disjoint parts of a product to achieve a common goal. -Multi-actor monitoring and planning.
-Introducing locks and access rights.
-Better workspace control.
-Cheaper commits.
-Handling of pre-commit aborts.
-Less strict nesting of transactions. 
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